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Fi re Ch i l d: Th e Li f e Magi c of Max i n e San ders
W i tch Queen
By Maxine Sanders

Mandrake of Oxford. Paperback. Condition: New. 316 pages. Dimensions: 9.1in. x 5.9in. x 0.9in.One
of the worlds most influential and respected witches, Maxine first caught worldwide public attention
while married to the celebrated - and controversial - King of the Witches, Alex Sanders. A highly
respected Priestess of the Sacred Mysteries, in her role of teacher she has encouraged, enabled and
inspired students of the Priesthood to take on the conscious mantle of their spiritual potential. In
this long awaited autobiography Maxine reflects on her life and magical experiences spanning
Modern Witchcraft, Wicca, Paganism, Gods and Goddesses, Seasonal rituals, Sabbats, Ceremonial
magic, Cabbala and The Sacred Magic of the Angels. This is a unique, poignant and often
humorous memoir of an extraordinary life, by a rare, courageous and inspiring woman. This item
ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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Reviews
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It really is writter in straightforward words and not di icult to understand. I am just pleased to let you know
that here is the best ebook i have got read through in my individual daily life and may be he best book for ever.
-- Pr of. Cha r les B oehm
This created publication is excellent. It generally does not price a lot of. You may like just how the writer create this pdf.
-- Jo K uhlma n
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Alex Sanders had been a friend of my Mothers since before I was born; they worked together in a pharmaceutical centre. Alex was a
regular visitor to my mothersâ€™ soirÃ©eâ€™s. TWPT: We speak rather freely of a Witchcraft community these days but was there a
community as such when you decided to follow the path of Witchcraft in your own life? How did someone go about contacting this
community back then if they decided they would like to know more about Witchcraft or joining a coven? Fire Child by Maxine Sanders,
unknown editionÂ Fire Child. Maxine Sanders. Fire Child. Ã—Close. Donate this book to the Internet Archive library. In this long awaited
autobiography Maxine reflects on her life and magical experiences spanning modern witchcraft, wicca, paganism, Gods and Goddesses,
seasonal rituals, sabbats, ceremonial magic, kabbalah and the sacred magic of the angels. This is a unique, poignant and often
humorous memoir of an extraordinary life, by a rare, courageous and inspiring woman. The Sanders were leading figures of the 1960s
occult revival, popularising their own tradition widely known as Alexandrian witchcraft.Â One of the worlds most influential and
respected witches, Maxine Sanders first caught worldwide public attention while married to the celebrated and controversial King of the
Witches, Alex Sanders.

Alex Sanders. Children. Maya Alexandria and Victor Mikhael. Maxine Sanders (born Arline Maxine Morris; 30 December 1946, in
Cheshire) is a key figure in the development of modern pagan witchcraft and Wicca and, along with her late husband, Alex Sanders, the
co-founder of Alexandrian Wicca.[1].Â Maxine's early career as a witch was not free from difficulties. In 1965, a midsummer ritual was
attended by a newspaper photographer, unbeknown to some of those present, Maxine included. The subsequent report in a local
newspaper published recognisable photographs of her and she was thus "outed" as a witch without her permission.Â Firechild: The Life
and Magic of Maxine Sanders "Witch Queen". Mandrake of Oxford, Ltd. ISBN 978-1-869928-97-1. Since childhood Maxine seems to
have been destined for a life in the craft. Like most other accounts of witches that I have read Maxine had a troubled childhood and one
that brought about the recognition of her gifts. Her father, Victor was a tall, large sized Gemini who could not hold down a job for very
long, hence it became the job of her mother to be the bread winner. Victor was also abusive.Â She met Alex Sanders through her
mother. He was a healer at a church. Alex had been the son of an illegitimate union between his father and another woman., who
stayed together despite him being married to another woman. It was Alexander that would prompt her involvement into the craft. But
Maxine was no stranger to different forms of spirituality. Have you ever found yourself at an event or location and just wondered how the
hell you got there? Well, thatâ€™s exactly what happened to me a month ago when I found myself talking to Maxine Sanders, AKA The
Witch Queen. For those who arenâ€™t aware, Maxine is the wife and partner of Alex Sanders, who passed away in 1988. Alex was the
founder of one of the two major branches of British Traditional Wicca- the Alexandrian Tradition. Alex (left) and Maxine (center) Sanders
at one of their publicized rituals. Google images. Hereâ€™s how it happened In this long awaited autobiography Maxine reflects on her
life and magical experiences spanning Modern Witchcraft, Wicca, Paganism, Gods and Goddesses, Seasonal rituals, Sabbats,
Ceremonial magic, Kabbalah and The Sacred Magic of the Angels. This is a unique, poignant and often humorous memoir of an
extraordinary life, by a rare, courageous and inspiring woman. Product Identifiers. Publisher. Mandrake of Oxford. ISBN-10.
1869928784. The Life and Magic of Maxine Sanders â€œWitch Queenâ€ Maxine Sanders OUT OF PRINT. Out Of Print. Firechild The
Life & Magic of Maxine Sanders â€˜Witch Queenâ€™ Maxine Sanders. FIRECHILD.Â In this long awaited autobiography Maxine
reflects on her life and magical experiences spanning modern witchcraft, wicca, paganism, Gods and Goddesses, seasonal rituals,
sabbats, ceremonial magic, kabbalah and the sacred magic of the angels. This is a unique, poignant and often humorous memoir of an
extraordinary life, by a rare, courageous and inspiring woman. The Sanders were leading figures of the 1960s occult revival, popularising
their own tradition widely known as Alexandrian witchcraft.

